UFC students join protest in Louisiana
SARA TRES & BRYON RASH

Thursday on what should have been a regular morning of classes, 3,000 UFC students stepped off a bus in Jena, La., to join a rally of more than 50,000 in support of a case that has divided the nation.

The case, which is known as the Jena Six, caught national attention recently through Internet sites such as YouTube and Facebook. In September 2005, a black student set himself on fire at Jena High School that was traditionally occupied by white students. The next day, three nooses hung from its branches. The activity resulted in suspension for the students who hung the nooses, but the issue remained silent.

Later that year, a schoolyard fight broke out between six black students and one white student. The white student was hospitalized and released the same day. No charges were filed against the white student, and six black teens were arrested. Five were originally charged with attempted second-degree murder charges. Now Bell asserts potential charges filed in juvenile court. As for the other five students, the charges remain.

Tears of thousands of Americans from all over the country participated in Thursday’s march to demonstrate what they deem as the injustice these six students face.

Among these protestors were 18 UFC Knights.

Two weeks ago, Leah Gipson, a UCF graphic design and art therapy senior, took it upon herself to lead these students into Jena. Gipson received $1,500 for the trip from the John T. Washington Honor Society and $1,500 from Student Body President Brandle Hollinger’s budget. The event is here to stay

Student Government welcomes students
NATALIE COSTA

Students from every direction hurried made their way to the entrance of the Student Government Association office on Wednesday for an open house.

Located on the second floor of the Student Union, the SGA office drew students in with free pizza, but the officers themselves are what made them stay.

The event ran from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and more than 40 students came in between those hours.

Several smiling officers were dispered throughout the room, wearing SGA T-shirts and khaki pants, and waving gold and yellow pennants.

Comparable to the structure of the U.S. government, SGA has an executive, legislative and judicial branch. SGA has been providing

SENATE ELECTIONS
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NOTE: Two崂inute man of the future for election coverage.

UCF students with legal services, scholarships, mentoring and outreach programs for 28 years. Presently, there are more than 100 student leaders.

Student Body President Brandle Hollinger, 22, said her job seems to change everyday, but has purpose.

Hollinger said she is working to accomplish the goals of her platform, such

Shrine Circus is here to stay
Contract honored despite protest
TARA YOUNG

Despite spirited, on-campus protests from two animal rights groups, UFC President John Hitt announced Tuesday that UCF will continue to allow The Shrine Circus to bring their animal acts to the campus each year.


While Hitt held a private meeting with his administration inside, the activists displayed signs and handed out information. But as for his final say, the claim is the Shrine Circus dirty弟子 animal cruelty.

ARFF officials met with Hitt in May to illuminate the animal cruelty cases and citations of inhumane treatment. The Shrine Circus has accrued with the United States Department of Agriculture, including failure to provide veterinary care, adequate shelter from the elements and the failure to handle animals in a manner that prevents trauma and harm and ensures public safety.

Stadium medical staff gets boost Sat.
JESSICA SUNDAY

Knights fans can look forward to some changes in gameday security and medical assistance for the UCF-Memphis game Saturday.

UCF has received much criticism for the unavailability of water, police and medical personnel. But the Shrine Circus has accrued with the United States Department of Agriculture, including failure to provide veterinary care, adequate shelter from the elements and the failure to handle animals in a manner that prevents trauma and harm and ensures public safety.

"There was no increase in
Hitt apologizes to students at forum

UCF President John Hitt, Provost and Executive Vice President Affaire Terry Hickey and Vice President Al hurricanes were among a panel of experts who spoke to students and staff inside Bright House Networks Stadium on Wednesday about the installation of water fountains in all athletics venues.

The decision to install 50 water fountains was announced last Tuesday, after only 30 will be available at today’s football game against Memphis.

If the installation is going to be part of our team, they get to raise the standard in their service by a lot. We’re unhappy that it happened; we’re embarrassed and sorry," Hickey said.

Hickey’s stance on the issue is that there simply isn’t enough time for every person in attendance to get an adequate amount of water from water fountain alone.

"Having water fountain is not the solution for the hydration problem," Hickey explained. "Having the hydration problem is to have bottled water available and move on.

The UCF Police Department, under the command of Carlos Capiro, 25, business management junior, had created the Facebook group "UCF Water Source," four days before the promotion to raise this issue.

"UCF have all your hydration source, "Dorn said. "Ike like the dink, but I also look at this as a matter of class.

After the forum, it was announced that UCF would be installing the water fountain, a decision that surprised Simpmon.

"Obviously we’re very pleased at this," Dorn said at the forum. "We’re actually very pleased at this." Dorn said. "We’re all really, really thrilled that they’re able to put in water fountains. They seem to be very diligent about this.

UCF will give out one free bottle of water to each fan in the Metlife stands as compensation for the lack of water last week. This is a way for UCF to fund students with valid student IDs and for those who purchased a ticket, and people in those groups can pick up their water at any given.

The forum also addressed UCF’s stance on the recent Tiger Incident at the University of Florida.

Andrew Mayes, 21, was Tased by police during a forum with Sen. John Kerry on Monday. Mayes spoke the night in was turned and related UCF has asked state investigators to review the actions by the officers who have been on administrative leave.

Student government Association Senator Eric Bingley, 25, asked the panel for a guarantee that, as long as incidents remain peaceful, the force against students will be out of the picture.

"I hope that the people are going to do it that way," Mayes said. "I know that’s the decision that the student body looks at this as a matter of class.
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LOCAL WEATHER

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday 90°

Chances of rain: 40%

Southwest wind between 15 to 30 mph.

Sunset: 8 p.m.

Sunday 91°

Chances of rain: 20%

Southwest wind between 15 to 30 mph.

Meteo

Wednesday 76°

Thursday 82°

Friday 84°

Wednesday 82°

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2007

NOMINATIONS INCREASED 1004

Increased bike, foot patrols planned

The OCSC plans to remain at the same level of manpower as last weekend’s game, according to Division Chief Matt Weatherly. The OCSC hired 95 officers for all gamedays this season.

The fact that there were so many people at last weekend’s game may not be the case at the upcoming game. The OCSC hopes to maintain to make sure everyone had a good time since it was the first game... not to say that there may not be any. Let the next game’sOperations Plan.

"We are offering a minimal aid agreement meaning that the police department is not the main police force for the UCF PD at the games.
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Apartment fire leaves 2 girls dead

"MIAMI — Two infant sist­ers and their 3­year­old brother died in their apartment, and the boy's mother was injured when she tried to get them out, officials said.

The bodies of the children, a girl aged 7 months and a 34­month­old, and Samantha Lopez, 1, died at Miami Children's Hospital, said Police Commissioner of Miami-Dade Police Joel Skye.

The cause of death was not immediately known, he said.

The children were severely burned when they were taken to the hospital, police said. The girl was in critical condition.

The children's parents were not home when the fire struck and the grandmother was in the kitchen when she smelled smoke.

She searched the bedroom for the children and grabbed the baby girl and took her in her shirt and could not feel the child's pulse, police said.

The grandmother then moved outside the apartment before she took the two children to an ambulance. The grandmother rescued after­burned 2­year­old by her son, according to police.

The cause of the fire was not immediately known.

"---"
**Learning Fair helps freshmen deal with stress**

**AMANDA BASS**

The Student Academic Resource Center's Learning Fair was held on Monday in the Student Union. Several workshops offered at the fourth-annual SARC Learning Fair, held in the Key West Room of the Student Union. The center's Anne Anderson had organized and advertised workshops and was looking forward to the event. "SARC is your friend. We're here to help," Anderson said. Supplementary Instruction Leader Gayle Brame in her words described the Learning Fair.

"This is our fourth annual event," she said. "We've had an increase in attendance this year. We're seeing more and more students coming to our workshops." Anderson said SARC was a great source of information for students in need of help with academic issues.

During the fair, workshops were offered on topics ranging from organic chemistry to improving study habits. Students were encouraged to attend the workshops and ask questions to get the most out of their learning experience.

"We have a variety of workshops, from study skills to math help," Anderson said. "Our goal is to provide resources to students, so they can succeed in their classes." Anderson added that SARC was dedicated to helping students achieve their academic goals.

**SARC is an awesome resource and a great place to study, We're here to support students.**

**JORDAN HUMMEL (SARASOTA HERALD-TRIBUNE)**

At 6 p.m. on Monday, students can find SARC on the fourth floor of the Student Union. The center offers tutoring, study skills, and other resources to help students succeed in their classes. In addition, SARC offers workshops and seminars on various topics, including academic success and career planning.

**SGA Senate elections start Monday**

**By CAROLYN WISE**

The Student Government Association (SGA) is holding elections for Senate positions on Monday. The election is open to all students and is expected to attract a large number of candidates.

SGA elections are held annually, and the candidates running this year are vying for positions on the board of directors, which governs the organization and makes decisions on important issues.

"The SGA is a crucial part of student life on campus," said SGA President Matthew Kelly. "We're looking for students who are interested in making a difference on campus and serving their peers.

The election will be held on Monday, and voting will take place in the Student Union. The SGA has also made arrangements for students who are unable to vote in person to participate in the election through absentee ballots.

"We encourage all students to participate in SGA elections," said Kelly. "Your voice is important, and we need your input to make our campus the best it can be.
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Sophomore to see playing time

BRIAN MURPHY

Wow, last week was fun, wasn’t it? The new stadium, the opponent, the build-up, the never-before-seen-atmosphere on this campus for a football game. It all culminated with a fanastic test that left before-seen-atmosphere on this conference play.

The Memphis defense sacks Jacksonville State quarterback Cedric Anderson in the Tigers’ 35-14 win Saturday. The Tigers’ defense will have to play two quarterbacks in the upcoming game. Both Kyle Israel and Michael Greco will see playing time this season.

MEMPHIS

THINGS TO KNOW

In fact, Saturday’s game marks the Knights’ first Conference USA game of the season.

Michael Greco enrolled at N.C. State in 2006, but he would have liked to use his every move Saturday.

Greco is unsure of when or how long Greco will play, but he will definitely see some time. And as the heir apparent to Israel, Greco will certainly have all the eyes of UCF fans following his every move Saturday.

The Tigers’ powerful passing offense.

The Knights did a nice job of limiting Texas’ dangerous air attack. Quarterback Colt McCoy did hurt the defense with a lot of short passes underneath the secondary, but they allowed only one completion of more than 20 yards.

But Memphis would have had a victory of its own against a
team in 

MELISSA HEYBOER

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Florida State University
September 21-22, 2007

The Knights and its fans have to read our keys and make the right decision.

The Tigers have the nation’s best passing attack by a wide margin.

Running back Martin Hankins has been solid for the Knights.

WOMEN’S TURNOVERS

FOR UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

On Saturday.

The win was over, we will play the UCF game when the light.

NOTES ON WINS

Michael Greco never made the fact that UCF starting quarterback Kyle Israel has completed just 44 percent of his passes and that he has more turnovers than touchdowns.

The Knights are the Tigers’ top two receivers this season, and they will have their work cut out for them again this weekend as they will have to matchup up with 6-foot-6-inch Duke Calhoun and 6-foot-3-inch Carlos Singleton.

As the heir apparent to Israel, Greco will share playtime with Kyle Israel.

When you see an opponent with a lot of short passes underneath the secondary, but they allowed only one completion of more than 20 yards.

Every one who saw the Knights play against Texas knows how critical it is to hold on to the ball. UCF’s three turnovers led to 17 points for the Longhorns.

“Every one who saw the Knights play against Texas knows how critical it is to hold on to the ball. UCF’s three turnovers led to 17 points for the Longhorns. But Memphis would have had a victory of its own against a...
Memphis relying on passing attack

**Aiken with 53.**

The Hurricanes scored the first goal of the night in the 36th minute, when Brittany Williams headed the ball into the goal, putting the UCF Knights in the lead. It was the eighth goal of the season for Steinbruch. UCF brought the match to 1 on almost eight minutes, when Thomas took a pass from George near the top of the box and curled it beyond the outstretched arms of McAdain, into the lower left corner of the goal. With two minutes left, Thomas got a header on goal, but McAdain made two saves on her second half. The rain started just about the same time the second half started, and did not leave the field, Rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final, and the rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final. The rain started just about the same time the second half started, and did not leave the field, Rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final. The rain started just about the same time the second half started, and did not leave the field, Rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final.

**UCF ties Miami with 2.8 seconds left**

The Knights surely have a class in the upcoming season without playing two conference games, usually in the first dance? That's how the Knights handle their pressing style, but McAdain was just there for our fan base. The Miami goalkeeper and UCF's goalkeeper, both of whom made several saves on the goal line, knew what they were doing. They kept the ball off the goal line, and the fans did the rest. I think we're going to have to get [Michael] Thomas got a header on goal, but McAdain made two saves on her second half. The rain started just about the same time the second half started, and did not leave the field, Rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final.

**Turnovers key for Knights and Tigers**

The Knights can't get through the season without playing two conference games, usually in the first dance? That's how the Knights handle their pressing style, but McAdain was just there for our fan base. The Miami goalkeeper and UCF's goalkeeper, both of whom made several saves on the goal line, knew what they were doing. They kept the ball off the goal line, and the fans did the rest. I think we're going to have to get [Michael] Thomas got a header on goal, but McAdain made two saves on her second half. The rain started just about the same time the second half started, and did not leave the field, Rain, wind, and the heat were the only things keeping the score close to a 2-1 final.
Despite a few featured scenes, this dokey Snow White update has UCF fading into the background.

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

It feels more difficult than it should to review Sydney White, a sorority-set Snow White riff that was partially filmed on the UCF campus last spring.

It’s sitcom-level fare, with Amanda Bynes bumbling it up as Sydney, defending her lot of neurotic outcasts—one sleepy, one sneezy, one sleazy and all dopey—and stealing the charming Tyler Prince (Matt Long) from the evil Rachel Witchburn (Sara Paxton) at fictional Southern Atlantic University.

There is an errant chuckle or two—at least one stemming from the appearance of the Dolly Parton-esque Dinky (Crystal Hunt)—and some of the fairy tale touches are charming, such as a poisoned apple becoming a poisoned Apple and so on.

However, there isn’t a single surprise in the thing, from the first frame to the last.

It even ends with one of those eff’In’ Spartacus speeches, as if there’s any degree of uncertainty as to who will end up taking a stand alongside Bynes and her geeky gang.

Director Joe Nussbaum, who seemed to...
Across the Universe cast comes together

By AMANDA E. SHAPIRO

The cast of the movie Across the Universe has recently reunited to perform a live concert. The event, which is the first of its kind, brings together the original cast members to celebrate the film's 10th anniversary.

The cast of Across the Universe has been highly anticipated since the film's release in 2007. The movie, directed by Richard Linklater, is a musical romance set in New York City in the 1960s. It features an ensemble cast, including Jim Sturgess, Ethan Hawke, and Noomi Rapace, and is known for its innovative use of music and visual effects.

The live concert, which took place recently, featured performances by the original cast members, including Sturgess, Hawke, and Rapace, as well as other actors who appeared in the film. The event was recorded and is set to be released in the near future.

Across the Universe is a film that has resonated with audiences for its unique approach to storytelling and its use of music. The live concert will allow fans to experience the magic of the film in a new way, bringing together the cast members once again to share their love for the film.
**Knight fans reluctant to rush for gold at game**

JAVIE SALMASON

As the Knights take on the University of Memphis Tigers on Saturday, fans are still unsure whether to "Black Out" Bright House Networks Stadium or start a "Gold Rush.

And at UCF's game against Texas last week, neither movement caught on. The student section showcased fans wearing black, white, gray or yellow — with a few gold supporters thrown in.

Frankie Hornick, a 20-year-old junior business major, wore a gold "Beat Texas" shirt that he got from the Mobile Campus promotion at the Student Union. Hornick said the Gold Rush movement didn't matter to him.

"I just made it because it was our first home game even so I just wanted to make it special," Hornick said. "And there's a contest sponsored by SGA for dressing up where if you win, you get $100.

He said he thought Gold Rush was a good idea, even though not many participated.

"That the majority are wearing gold, I wish more people didn't need to wear one color," Hornick said enthusiastically.

Scott Bowles, a 21-year-old senior forensic sciences major, didn't wear a T-shirt; he made his own Knightro costume.

"I thought it was good because it was our first home game ever," Bowles said. "And at UCF's game against Alabama, Kyle Bowles, his brother, wore a shirt.

So I just wanted to make it something more offensive, he said.

Kyle Bowles, a 20-year-old senior forensic sciences major, didn't wear a T-shirt; he made his own Knightro costume.

"I thought it was good, even though not many participated. I just made it because it was our first home game even so I just wanted to make it special," Bowles said. "And there's a contest sponsored by SGA for dressing up where if you win, you get $100.

He said he thought Gold Rush was a good idea, even though not many participated.

"Not the majority are wearing gold, I wish more people didn't need to wear one color," Bowles said. "And there's a contest sponsored by SGA for dressing up where if you win, you get $100.

And I'm never going back. But they did, and my rude awakening began even before I left for the Big Apple.

Waiting for my flight to board, a soothing voice from the public announcement system periodically reminded me that the current terror threat level was orange. For me, this came as a shock. Orange is practically normal, and red is the color of blood and blood is what comes out of my nose when I don't wear proper protective gear while in-line skating. I immediately began to panic. Thankfully, I remember what Fox News had taught me. The terror threat level indicates the amount of facial hair that can be tolerated on a person.

Knowing how to identify threats soothes my tumultuous soul, and I spend the nearest rabbi suspiciously.

Despite the advice, I arrived safely in New York, and I was roughed up, my only recourse would be to call my mother and ask for her help. But I eventually returned home to the womb that is UCF to show school spirit.
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William Goss

Eastern Promises

Viggo Mortensen reunites with a History of Violence director David Cronenberg and thus kicks this otherwise unnecessary tale of Russian mobsters on the streets of London, compelling. After a pregnant teenager gets her baby女孩, the clever man manages to squander the diary. All the while, driver/disposer Nikolai Cassel, the lead in a third-act fight scene that served Bynes immortalization of unstable son Kirill, led by Semyon (Armin Mueller-Stahl), whose concupiscence still beats in hopes of leaving her Watts) sets out to translate a unremarkable tale of Russian wife Anna (a fine Naomi Watts) in the spotlight. What follows is a standard issue, what aren't you telling me, that times exaggerate for effect. What begins as Watts' charming courtesy and concern to Sydney White, the Recreation and Wellness Center gets its very own scene. But all of these elements ultimately amount to less than the sum of their parts. It's not bad, but it's not Cronenberg either. Viggo's coding is raunchy garbage.

White still beats Wilder sequel

Viggo Mortensen

While most recognizable parts of UCF soon took to Sydney White, the Recreation and Wellness Center bar at the very own come in the film.

Our current conflict, but that moment in the spotlight. What follows is a standard issue, what aren't you telling me, that times exaggerate for effect. What begins as Watts' charming courtesy and concern to Sydney White, the Recreation and Wellness Center gets its very own scene. But all of these elements ultimately amount to less than the sum of their parts. It's not bad, but it's not Cronenberg either. Viggo's coding is raunchy garbage.
Help Wanted

Page Private School looking for PT afternoon help. Must like children of all ages. 2pm-6:30pm availability M-F only. Please apply at school office or e-mail upsers@pageschool.com

www.pageschool.com 407-678-0333

Page Private School Teaching and Entering Key of Way the Rate

ISN’T IT TIME FOR A CONVERSATION ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?

The truth could be an opportunity to build your own financial service practice. Visit www.geico.com for more information.

Jonathan R. Hines
Chairman of the Board
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company

Thinking of your future? Think GEICO.
How KNIGHTRO places Classifieds in the Central Florida future for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
407-447-4555

By Fax: 407-447-4556

10am - 3pm

Fall Career Expo
Wednesday, September 26th
@ UCF Arena

Professional Attire Required

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CHECK OUT WHAT'S NEW IN OUR CLASSIFIEDS

Place and view ads online anytime at:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
A co-curricular component of the "UCF General Education Program Unifying Theme-Global Climate Change," with the cooperation of UCF Global Perspectives Office, UCF Office of Undergraduate Studies, UCF Frame the Nation, UCF Political Science Department and the Global Connections Foundation.

"The Next Energy Economy: Grassroots Strategies for Mitigating Global Climate Change"

A presentation by
Winona LaDuke
Program Director of the Honor the Earth Fund; Founding Director for White Earth Land Recovery Project; co-chair of the Indigenous Women’s Network; former board member of Greenpeace USA; author of Last Standing Woman.

Date: Thursday, September 27, 2007
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Location: Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

This forum is free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office:
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org

The University of Central Florida
Announces A Public Forum:

The Next Energy Economy: Grassroots Strategies for Mitigating Global Climate Change

A presentation by
Winona LaDuke
Program Director of the Honor the Earth Fund; Founding Director for White Earth Land Recovery Project; co-chair of the Indigenous Women’s Network; former board member of Greenpeace USA; author of Last Standing Woman.

Date: Thursday, September 27, 2007
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Location: Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

This forum is free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office:
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org

GET YOUR WINGS, FRIES, MINI BURGERS CRAVE ON.

20% off entire check
with your student ID
for parties up to six
Saturday and Sunday 10 pm - 5 am

Denny's

20% off entire check
with your student ID
for parties up to six
Saturday and Sunday 10 pm - 5 am

Denny's

20% off entire check
with your student ID
for parties up to six
Saturday and Sunday 10 pm - 5 am

Denny's